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Abstract Tamm-Horsfall protein (THP) is thought to
protect against calcium oxalate monohydrate (COM) stone
formation by inhibiting COM aggregation. Several studies
reported that stone formers produce THP with reduced
levels of glycosylation, particularly sialic acid levels,
which leads to reduced negative charge. In this study,
normal THP was treated with neuraminidase to remove
sialic acid residues, confirmed by an isoelectric point shift
to higher pH. COM aggregation assays revealed that
desialylated THP (ds-THP) promoted COM aggregation,
while normal THP inhibited aggregation. The appearance
of protein aggregates in solutions at ds-THP concentrations
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C1 lg/mL in 150 mM NaCl correlated with COM aggregation promotion, implying that ds-THP aggregation
induced COM aggregation. The aggregation-promoting
effect of the ds-THP was independent of pH above its
isoelectric point, but was substantially reduced at low ionic
strength, where protein aggregation was much reduced.
COM aggregation promotion was maximized at a ds-THP
to COM mass ratio of *0.025, which can be explained by
a model wherein partial COM surface coverage by ds-THP
aggregates promotes crystal aggregation by bridging
opposing COM surfaces, whereas higher surface coverage
leads to repulsion between adsorbed ds-THP aggregates.
Thus, desialylation of THP apparently abrogates a normal
defensive action of THP by inducing protein aggregation,
and subsequently COM aggregation, a condition that favors
kidney stone formation.
Keywords Sialic acid  THP  Crystal aggregation 
Protein aggregation  Calcium oxalate  Kidney stone

Introduction
Kidney stone disease occurs in more than 10% of the US
population, causing substantial suffering and occasional
renal failure. The predominant component of most kidney
stones is calcium oxalate monohydrate (COM). Stones are
polycrystalline COM aggregates that form via four critical
processes: nucleation, single crystal growth, aggregation,
and attachment of crystals and/or aggregates to epithelial
cells lining the distal nephron of the kidney [64]. Despite
significant research efforts and clinical investigations of
this disease during the last 50 years, adequate therapies and
preventative drugs are lacking, revealing a compelling
need for improved understanding of stone pathogenesis.
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While nucleation and growth of stone crystals are essential
processes in kidney stone formation, the evolution from
crystals to clinical stones has been attributed in large part to
the aggregation of pathological urinary crystals [13] potentially mediated through adhesion of urinary constituents to
crystal surfaces. Indeed, recent investigations in our laboratories have linked adhesion events at calcium oxalate surfaces
to differences in the pathological behavior of COM and calcium oxalate dihydrate (COD) [54]. Both stones and smaller
crystalline aggregates retrieved from urine contain urinary
macromolecules in the stone matrix, suggesting that macromolecules play a role in regulating stone formation [36, 47].
Differences in the ability of normal individuals and
stone formers to retard or promote crystal aggregation have
been attributed to macromolecules contained within their
urine [43, 63]. Tamm-Horsfall protein (THP), a major
component of stone matrix [6], exists in the terminal portions of the nephron and is the most abundant urinary
protein produced in the kidney at *100 mg/day [60]. It is
reasonable to suggest, therefore, that THP may play an
important role in regulating stone formation. The primary
structure of THP (*85 kDa) [21] contains 616 amino acids
[37] with eight potential N-glycosylation sites. Although its
role is generally thought to be protective [20, 35, 45, 50],
some have suggested that THP can promote the formation
of COM crystals and kidney stones [5, 18].
Desialylated proteins have been reported to reduce
inhibitory activity of putative COM stone inhibitors,
including prothrombin fragment-1 and osteopontin [28, 62].
Some investigators have reported reduced sialic acid contents in THP isolated from stone matrix [17, 30, 33, 52],
while THP isolated from stone former urine has less sialic
acid content than THP from healthy adults [26, 40]. This
suggests that THP desialylation may be a risk factor for stone
formation [66].

Carboxylate groups of sialic acid contribute to the net
anionic charge of THP, which influences intermolecular
THP–THP interactions as well as protein adsorption on
COM crystal surfaces [28, 29, 33, 61]. The role of native
THP (n-THP) and desialylated THP (ds-THP) in the promotion and/or inhibition of both THP and COM aggregation has generated a degree of controversy. Disparities have
been reported for the excretion rate of THP in urine [3, 14,
44], the THP sialic acid content in normal and stone
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forming individuals [4, 16, 24, 26, 48, 56, 57], and the
influence of THP concentration and sialic acid content in
the promotion of COM stone formation [52]. Some of the
confusion stems from the terminology used to describe
stone formation as the promotion of ‘‘calcium oxalate
(CaOx) crystallization’’ without specifying the crystalline
form of CaOx (i.e., the monohydrate COM or dihydrate
COD) or whether ‘crystallization’ refers to single crystal
nucleation and growth or intercrystalline aggregation [20].
Comparisons often are made between in vitro experiments
at different pH, ionic strength, and THP concentrations,
which significantly influence COM aggregation [20, 32].
THP aggregates have been reported in several in vitro
studies [1, 9–11, 23, 25, 31, 32, 38, 39, 50, 52, 55, 65], yet
THP aggregates have not been observed in freshly voided
urine of healthy individuals [16]. Some have suggested that
THP precipitation may be a first step in stone formation
[16, 18, 46], but the role of THP aggregates in regulating
COM aggregation is not well understood.
To better elucidate the role of THP in stone formation,
we have performed in vitro assays of both protein and
crystal aggregation processes, including measurements of
pH and ionic strength dependencies, specifically examining
the differences between n-THP and ds-THP. At protein
concentrations below 8.4 lg/mL, n-THP did not selfassociate into aggregates, whereas ds-THP formed 1-lm
sized aggregates at 2 lg/mL, exhibiting monotonically
increasing number density with increasing ds-THP concentration. The addition of n-THP to solutions of COM
seeds did not promote COM aggregation, instead prompted
disaggregation of pre-existing 10-lm aggregates of individual COM crystals (so-called ‘‘COM seeds’’). In contrast,
ds-THP promoted COM aggregation, with maximum
aggregation observed at an intermediate ds-THP concentration, which can be explained by ds-THP aggregates that
bridge opposing crystal surfaces at partial surface coverage, but frustrate aggregation at higher coverage due to
repulsive interactions between ds-THP aggregates on
opposing crystal surfaces, which may involve electrostatic
forces. This explanation is corroborated by a model based
on 1-lm spherical ds-THP aggregates and an adjustable dsTHP aggregate–COM surface equilibrium binding constant. Experimental observations and modeling collectively
reveal that desialylation abrogates a normal defensive
action of THP by inducing ds-THP aggregation, which
subsequently promotes COM aggregation. This effect
could increase the risk of kidney stone formation.

Materials and methods
All purchased chemicals were of reagent grade and used
without further purification. All solutions were prepared in
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water that was purified (to 18 MX resistance) using the
Nanopure II system (Barnstead, Boston, MA).
Urine collection
Urine was collected in the presence of an EDTA-free
protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche Applied Science, Indianapolis, IN) from one individual without a personal or
family history of kidney stones. The institutional review
board and research committee of the institutional affiliations approved these studies.
Urine macromolecule mixture preparation
Urine macromolecules (UMs) were isolated by ultradiafiltration (10 kDa MiniKros, Spectrum Laboratories, California) against 100 mM NaCl as previously described [63].
Macromolecular fractions were concentrated five to tenfold
in the presence of protease inhibitors (Sigma, St. Louis,
MO) and samples were stored at -80°C until assayed.
Isolation and purification of THP
THP was isolated and purified as described previously
[15, 51]. Briefly, urine was filtered through diatomaceous
earth that was preconditioned by washing with deionized
water followed by 0.25 M phosphate buffer containing
0.14 M NaCl. The diatomaceous earth was then suspended
in 150 mL of water with continuous stirring for 30 min,
followed by centrifugation (7,000 rpm, 30 min, 4°C) to
collect the supernatant. THP was isolated from the supernatant by increasing the ionic strength of the solution to
0.58 M NaCl and allowing 24 h for THP precipitation at
4°C. Centrifugation of the suspension containing THP
precipitate resulted in the formation of a solid THP pellet
that was dissolved in alkaline water (pH 9.0) overnight at
4°C. The resulting suspension was again precipitated by
NaCl addition, isolated by centrifugation, and redispersed
in 1 mL of deionized water containing 0.1 mM phenylmethyl sulfonyl fluoride (PMSF). Isolated THP, labeled
native THP (n-THP), was analyzed by MALDI-TOF mass
spectrometry at the Medical College of Wisconsin Protein
and Nucleic Acid Facility to confirm the protein identity.
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Desialylation of THP
Portions of n-THP (0.8–42 lg/mL) were desialylated using
neuraminidase isolated from Vibrio cholerae (Sigma) in
10 mM sodium acetate buffer (pH 5.5) at 37°C for 24 h to
produce desialylated THP (ds-THP-S). Alternatively, portions of n-THP were treated in a similar procedure using
V. cholerae neuraminidase conjugated to agarose beads
(Calbiochem, Los Angeles, CA). The agarose bead-conjugated neuraminidase was then removed from the supernatant by brief centrifugation, yielding desialylated THP
(ds-THP-B) without residual neuraminidase enzymes
present. Samples were stored at 4°C until further analysis.
Carbohydrate analysis on native and desialylated THP
Total carbohydrate content was determined using a glycoprotein carbohydrate estimation kit (Pierce, Rockford,
IL). The glycoprotein was first oxidized with sodium metaperiodate to form aldehydes that reacted with the detecting
reagent. The reaction was visually confirmed by the formation of a purple by-product and was quantified spectroscopically using an absorbance (550 nm) proportional to
the carbohydrate content of the glycoprotein. Sialic acid
content was determined using a SIALICQ kit (Sigma,
St.Louis), where a known amount of THP was enzymatically hydrolyzed using N-acetylneuraminic acid aldolase
and subsequent products were reduced to lactic acid
by b-NADH and lactic dehydrogenase. The extent of
b-NADH oxidation was determined from the change in
absorbance at 340 nm.
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) was performed
using 4–12% NuPAGE gels at 200 V for 50 min (MOPS
buffer, Invitrogen). Molecular weights of both n-THP and
ds-THP were estimated with SeeBlue molecular weight
standards (Invitrogen). Gels were stained using SYPRO
Ruby stain (Molecular Probes), imaged by UV trans-illumination with a Kodak IS2000 MMT imaging system, and
Kodak MI software was used for protein molecular weight
and densitometry data analysis.

Protein quantification

Western blots

Purified Tamm-Horsfall protein concentrations were
determined using the BCA protein assay test kit (Pierce
#23227), while the concentrations of isolated UMs were
determined using a protein dye reagent (Biorad, 500-0006).
Standard curves for absorbance as a function of protein
concentration were generated for each test kit using serial
dilutions of bovine serum albumin.

PAGE gels were transferred to nitrocellulose membranes
(0.2 lm) with a Transblot transfer cell (Biorad; 25 mM
Tris base, 192 mM glycine, 20% methanol, pH 8.4). Ponceau S (0.3%) in 1% trichloroacetic acid was used as a
general stain for blotted proteins. THP was incubated
overnight with an anti-THP antibody prepared in our laboratory against human THP (rabbit polyclonal, 1:100,000),
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followed by washing with Tris buffered saline (TBST,
0.5% Tween 20, pH 7.4) to remove non-specific THP
binding, and subsequent incubation with goat anti-rabbit
horseradish peroxidase antibody (1:5,000) for visualization. Chemiluminescent images were acquired (IS2000
MMT, Kodak) with a SuperSignal West Femto substrate
(Pierce). Purified THP was used as a calibration standard
for quantitative Western blots of THP content in UM.
Far Western blots
Concentrated urinary macromolecules (140 lg of total
protein per gel, *8 lg/lane) were run on a single-well gel
and blotted as described in the PAGE methods. Blots were
blocked for non-specific binding using skim milk (2% in
TBST), incubated overnight with n-THP or ds-THP (25 lg/
mL) using a manifold (Immunetics), and washed extensively (39, TBST) for 10 min. The blots were probed with
the same polyclonal anti-THP antibody (1:100,000) and
processed analogous to Western blotting protocols, ensuring equal acquisition time frames for all chemiluminescent
images. The primary antibody detected total THP, identifying individual and aggregated THP as well as THP
complexed with other urinary proteins. Non-immune rabbit
serum and anti-THP alone were run as negative and positive controls, respectively.
Isoelectric focusing on native and desialylated THP
Small quantities (2 lg) of n-THP or ds-THP-S were
immobilized on 11-cm gradient strips (Ready strip IPG
strips, pH 3–6, Bio-Rad), which were soaked overnight
with protease and phosphatase inhibitors prior to isoelectric
focusing (3,000 V for 9 h). The second dimension (2D)
was performed on a Criterion 4–12% Bis Tris PAGE system using MOPS buffer (Biorad). The proteins were blotted to nitrocellulose and probed for the presence of THP
with the same polyclonal anti-THP antibody and processed
as described in Western blotting. Centroid band analysis
was used to determine isoelectric point (pI) mobility shifts
and intensity weight averages.
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COM aggregation assay
Equimolar calcium and oxalate solutions were used to
conduct COM aggregation assays as reported earlier [63].
Solutions were assayed by particle sizing (see following
section for details) in slightly supersaturated solutions,
s = 1.11, where s = [Ca2?]/[Ca2?]0 and [Ca2?]0 is the
equilibrium concentration, or solubility, determined
empirically as the concentration at which the COM seeds
neither increased nor decreased in size after 1 h of stirring
in control solutions. A slightly supersaturated reaction
condition was chosen to prevent COM dissolution, such
that the observed changes in COM seed size were predominantly associated with aggregation. Briefly, 300 lg of
COM seed crystal was added as an aqueous suspension at
equilibrium to a 5-mL reaction volume containing either
n-THP, ds-THP, or no added protein (control). After stirring for 1 h at 37°C, an aliquot was dispersed in sizing
buffer (s = 1.0) for particle size determination. Various
concentrations of THP and ds-THP were used in aggregation studies, up to a maximum protein concentration of
8.4 lg/mL, which is below the THP concentration typically found in urine [27, 42]. Experiments were performed
at pH 7.5 in solutions with high ionic strength (150 mM
NaCl, 10 mM HEPES) and low ionic strength (i.e., no
added NaCl). A 0.1 M sodium acetate buffer was used to
reduce solution alkalinity for analyses at pH 5.5 and similar
ionic strengths. Table 1 lists equilibrium concentrations
measured for each experimental condition.
Particle size distribution analysis
Particle sizing, measured with an Accusizer 780/SIS (Particle Sizing Systems, Santa Barbara, CA), was used to
detect THP aggregation and to assess the extent of COM
crystal aggregation. This instrument is sensitive to particle
size within the size range of 0.5–400 lm diameters. PSDs
were measured immediately in solutions containing 15 lg
COM in 15 mL of sizing buffer (150 mM NaCl, 10 mM
HEPES, 0.22 mM CaCl2, and 0.22 mM Na2C2O4). PSDs
are reported as the average of three or more replicated
experiments. Aggregation data from PSD analyses are

Calcium oxalate monohydrate crystal slurry
COM crystals, prepared as previously described [63], were
analyzed by solid state IR (National Crystal ID Center,
Milwaukee, WI) to confirm the synthesis of monohydrate
crystals. Dried COM powders were dispersed in a slurry
(1.5 mg/mL in HB; 150 mM NaCl; 10 mM HEPES, pH
7.5) at least 3 weeks prior to assays, yielding suspensions
of COM seeds composed principally of crystal aggregates,
with a weight average diameter of about 10 lm, as determined by particle sizing (described below).
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Table 1 Equilibrium concentrations of COM in various buffer conditions (based on interpolation, uncertainty ±0.01 mM)
Experimental condition

[Ca2?]o (mM); s = 1*

150 mM NaCl, pH 7.5*

0.22

No salt, pH 7.5

0.10

150 mM NaCl, pH 5.5

0.18

No salt, pH 5.5

0.09

* COM aggregation sizing buffer assay conditions, s = [Ca2?]/
[Ca2?]0

Urol Res (2011) 39:269–282

reported as RD, where RD = Df/D0, Df is the weightaveraged particle diameter measured after 1 h, and D0 is
the initial weight-averaged particle diameter of the COM
‘‘seeds’’ (time = 0).
Zeta potential (f) measurements of n-THP and ds-THP
Protein zeta potentials (f) were measured with a NICOMP
380/ZLS instrument (Particle Sizing Systems, Santa Barbara, CA) using 4-mL polymethacrylate cuvettes (Fisher
Scientific, Chicago, IL) filled with a total volume of 3 mL.
Approximately, 750 lg of COM crystal was added as an
aqueous suspension at equilibrium (s = 1.0) to a sample
cuvette containing saturated calcium oxalate solution in
NaCl buffer followed by the addition of either n-THP or
ds-THP-S at 1.6 lg/mL, allowing 1 h of equilibration prior
to zeta potential measurement. The uncertainty in f was
estimated as ±2 mV based on repeated measurements.
Statistical analysis
All measured values are expressed as M ± SD
(M = mean, SD = one standard deviation), where a Student’s t test was used to determine statistical significance
(defined in the usual manner as probability, p \ 0.05).

Results
Protein characterization
The amount of THP isolated from a healthy individual was
determined from Western blots of three separate random
urine collections (see Supporting Information), which were
normalized to creatinine concentrations in urine to facilitate comparison to published data. Concentrations of
purified n-THP were obtained from calibration curves,
plotting optical density (in pixels) versus quantity of loaded
THP (in ng). The mean THP excretion rate from three
collections was 10 ± 3 lg THP/mg creatinine, consistent
with previous reports of THP content in normal urine
determined by direct ELISA [27, 42]. The sialic acid
content of n-THP was 52 ± 2 lg/mg, which was similar to
values reported by others [24, 26, 56]. THP desialylation
with soluble neuraminidase enzyme (ds-THP-S) reduced
total carbohydrate content by 50% and reduced sialic acid
content by approximately 40% (32 ± 4 lg/mg ds-THP-S)
relative to n-THP. Desialylation with the bead bound
neuraminidase enzyme (ds-THP-B) reduced sialic acid
content by 25% (39 ± 2 lg/mg), but the total carbohydrate
content could not be determined due to the limited supply
of protein available. Additional removal of THP sialic acid
was not performed, since removing the remaining residues
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required longer neuraminidase reaction times that resulted
in degradation of THP, as evidenced by changes in band
position in PAGE analysis. Nonetheless, the amounts of
sialic acid in ds-THP-S and ds-THP-B used in these studies
were similar to and only slightly higher, respectively, than
values reported for THP samples isolated from stone
formers [26, 40]. Consequently, these samples provide
reasonable in vitro models for naturally occurring sialic
acid content in THP.
The molecular weight of THP was determined by standard PAGE (see Supporting Information), in which the
polyclonal antibody raised against human THP was
insensitive to changes in sialic acid content. These gels
exhibited no evidence of THP degradation, fragmentation,
or aggregation. The molecular weights of n-THP, ds-THPB, and ds-THP-S were measured as 80.5, 80.0, and
79.6 kDa, respectively. Small variations in molecular
weight are attributed to mass loss from THP desialylation
(i.e., removal of carbohydrate and sialic acid residues), but
they also may reflect changes in THP charge/mass ratio,
which affects protein mobility in PAGE analyses.
The isoelectric point (pI) of n-THP and ds-THP-S were
determined using 2-D gel electrophoresis (Fig. 1). Densitometry tracings were measured for each of the bands
evident in the Western blot (upper, inset), assuming a linear
pH gradient for gels over the range 3 \ pH \ 6. Heterogeneity in the number of residual glycosylation sites among
individual proteins results in a range of pI values, in which
n-THP exhibits a more acidic pI range (3.2–4.3) than dsTHP-S (4.0–5.0), consistent with fewer negatively charged
sialic acid groups on ds-THP-S. The upper pI limit of the
ds-THP-S band corresponds reasonably well to the pI value
of 5.05 predicted for the unmodified amino acid backbone
[58]. The weight average pI values for n-THP and ds-THP-S

Fig. 1 2D Western blot of n-THP and ds-THP. THP (2 lg) was
focused on a 3–6 immobilized linear pH gradient. Signal intensity
profiles are shown as a percentage of the total pixel across the
centroid of the protein band. The predicted isoelectric point of THP
based on the amino acid backbone is shown as a vertical dashed line
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were 3.9 and 4.5, respectively. The difference in these two
values is similar to those reported for n-THP and stoneformer THP [49], as measured by isoelectric focusing with
one-dimensional gel electrophoresis using a non-specific
protein stain rather than a specific THP antibody, and thus
did not exclude contributions from other proteins.
Crystal aggregation
The effects of pH, ionic strength, and THP concentration
on COM crystal aggregation were examined by particle
size analysis of 5-mL buffer solutions containing 300 lg of
COM ‘‘seeds’’. The degree of aggregation promotion was
surmised from the net change in seed size, characterized as
RD = Df/D0, where Df is the weight-averaged diameter
measured after 1 h and D0 is the initial weight-averaged
diameter of the COM seeds (time = 0). The effects of pH
and ionic strength were examined in a 2 9 2 experimental
matrix defined by pH = 5.5 or 7.5 and no NaCl or 150 mM
NaCl in supersaturated solutions of calcium oxalate
(s = 1.11 for [Ca2?] and [Ox2-]) for a THP concentration
of 1 lg/mL (see Fig. 2). The pH values in these studies
were chosen to be near the upper and lower bounds of urine
pH (i.e., pH 5–8). Notably, physiological pH is higher
than the average pI values of THP (n-THP = 3.9,
ds-THP = 4.5; vide infra); consequently, the proteins can
be expected to have some anionic character (i.e., deprotonated carboxylate groups). Under all four conditions,
solutions containing n-THP showed a significant reduction
in COM particle size (RD \ 1) with negligible differences
between the pH and ionic strength conditions tested, indicating that n-THP was capable of disrupting pre-existing
COM aggregates, an effect that can be described as disaggregation [63]. Conversely, ds-THP-S promoted COM
aggregation (RD = 2.0) at both high ionic strength conditions (150 mM NaCl), but demonstrated no significant
difference from control at low ionic strength (no added
NaCl). The effect of ds-THP-S on COM aggregation was
apparently independent of pH, similar to results for n-THP.
The effects of n-THP and ds-THP on COM crystal
aggregation were examined at various protein concentrations (0.16–8.4 lg/mL) mixed with 300 lg of COM in
5 mL of the standard buffer (pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl,
10 mM HEPES). Disaggregation of COM seeds was
observed for all n-THP solutions, while both ds-THP-S and
ds-THP-B promoted COM aggregation (RD [ 1), with dsTHP-S exhibiting maximum aggregation promotion at a
protein/COM mass ratio (MR) of *0.025 (Fig. 3a).
Aggregation was less pronounced for ds-THP-B, which
was likely attributable to its higher sialic acid content
relative to ds-THP-S. As indicated in Materials and
methods, the amounts of available ds-THP-B were insufficient to perform studies across the full range of MR
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Fig. 2 COM aggregation induced by THP (1 lg/mL) at various pH
and ionic strength values. Upper panel experimental conditions at
150 mM NaCl and at pH 5.5 and 7.5. Lower panel experimental
conditions with no added salt and at pH 5.5 and 7.5. The n-THP data
are labeled as solid bars, the ds-THP-S data as open bars, and the
dashed lines correspond to the average COM aggregation control
(RD = 1.03 ± 0.04)

values in Fig. 3a, which otherwise may have revealed a
maximum value of RD at a specific mass ratio. The
behavior of ds-THP-S was reinforced by PSD measurements of RD in which the MR was adjusted by varying
the COM mass content from 0.037 to 3.0 mg while
maintaining the ds-THP-S concentration at a fixed value of
4.2 lg/mL. A maximum was observed at nearly the same
MR value as in the measurements performed with a fixed
COM mass with varying protein concentrations (also see
Fig. 6). Samples of ds-THP-S contained trace amounts of
neuraminidase enzyme remaining from desialylation, but a
solution containing 5 nM neuraminidase enzyme only
(equal to the concentration in ds-THP-S) revealed minimal
disaggregation of COM seeds (Enzyme Control, EC in
Fig. 3a). This observation and the ds-THP-B data together
indicate that the presence of neuraminidase did not contribute to the aggregation promotion observed in ds-THP-S
samples.
Protein aggregation
Particle size measurements of ds-THP-S solutions, performed in the absence of COM, revealed a monotonic
increase in the number of particles with increasing concentration (Fig. 3b), relative to the background for the
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Fig. 3 a Upper panel COM aggregation with n-THP and ds-THP,
plotted as changes in COM seed diameter ratio, RD, with increasing
THP/COM mass ratio, MR, for solutions at constant COM concentration (60 lg/mL) and varying THP content (0–10 lg/mL). All
points are significantly different from control (gray dashed line)
except the 2 lg/mL concentration for n-THP. In general, the n-THP
(filled squares) samples tested yielded RD less than control (indicating
disaggregation), while ds-THP-S (open squares) significantly promoted COM aggregation at all concentrations, indicated by RD [ 1.
Moderate aggregation promotion was noted in ds-THP-B (triangles)
samples, where only two data points were assayed due to the limited
quantity of protein available. Neuraminidase tested at assay concentrations had a slight disaggregating effect (EC). b Lower panel
particle counts of the protein samples without COM seed crystal
added. Native THP (filled diamond) had particle counts slightly
greater than the sizing buffer (SB), while ds-THP-S (open diamond)
revealed an increasingly large number of particles with increasing dsTHP-S concentration, and all were significantly greater than the
neuraminidase control (EC)

neuraminidase control, which can be attributed to ds-THPS aggregate formation. The change in particle size with
concentration was negligible, suggesting that the protein
aggregates achieved a characteristic size, but grew no larger (although most particles had sizes near the lower limit
of detection for this instrument). Parallel measurements of
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n-THP solutions revealed substantially smaller particle
counts (\EC at all points), suggesting the absence of protein aggregates in n-THP solutions. The appropriate
background particle counts for n-THP solutions, however,
must be gleaned from the sizing buffer (SB in Fig. 3).
Given the low number of excess particles detected and the
weak dependence on n-THP concentration, the possibility
of a small amount of aggregate formation in this sample
cannot be excluded, though it clearly is reduced substantially compared with ds-THP-S. Therefore, the data in
Fig. 3b clearly indicate that d-THP-S aggregates much
more extensively than n-THP, which likely remains predominantly in a molecularly dispersed form.
The aggregation of ds-THP at physiologic salt concentrations clearly correlates with promotion of COM aggregation, in vitro, implicating ds-THP aggregates in stone
formation. The situation in the urine is complicated, however, by the presence of other proteins that also may
interact with THP, COM surfaces, or both, and could further alter the effect of THP on crystallization processes and
stone formation. One important aspect of these possible
interactions, the propensity of THP to associate with other
urinary proteins, has been explored by Far Western blotting. In Far Western blotting, urinary macromolecules, first
separated by size in PAGE and blotted to nitrocellulose, are
incubated in the presence of either n-THP or ds-THP-S,
and then incubated with anti-THP to label all areas where
ds-THP or n-THP are bound, thus identifying proteins that
bind either THP form.
As shown in Fig. 4, incubating the blot of normal human
urinary macromolecules with anti-THP resulted in a single,
strong primary band detected at 80 kDa (lane 2, labeled
a-THP, Fig. 4), out of the many bands identified using
Ponceau-S (PS, a general protein stain) of an identically
prepared gel (lane 5, Fig. 4). Exposure of another identical
blot to n-THP followed by anti-THP incubation yielded a
weaker primary band at the same 80 kDa position, and
little evidence of association with other urinary proteins
(lane 3, Fig. 4). Incubation of another identical blot with
ds-THP-S followed by incubation with anti-THP, however,
revealed at least three intense bands at molecular weights
of 61, 52, and 26 kDa, indicating strong associations of
ds-THP with at least three other proteins. Bands with less
intensity were identified at 72, 56, and 43 kDa, indicating
additional, albeit weaker, associations with at least three
additional urinary proteins (lane 4, Fig. 4). Identical results
were obtained at four separate protein concentrations
of n-THP and ds-THP-S spanning the range from 1 to
50 lg/mL, except for the expected increased intensity of
labeling with higher concentrations added. Bands were
evident at each of these positions in the gel labeled with
PS, indicating that these proteins were present in relatively
high abundance in normal urine. The 61-kDa band was
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likely albumin and the 26-kDa band was likely Ig-kappa,
based on molecular weight markers (lane 1, Fig. 4) and
relative abundance in urine, as well as the positive staining
in Western blots from similar gels with specific antibodies.
Band assignments are supported by earlier reports implicating serum proteins in urine, such as albumin, as promoters of THP aggregation [22], and by the observation
that THP associates with other proteins (e.g., IgG light
chains or Bence Jones protein) in renal cast formation
[23, 39]. Based on the observation of the large number of
associations between ds-THP and other urinary macromolecules, we anticipate that ds-THP aggregates formed
during phase separation would trap many other proteins,
which could foster stone formation by potentially altering
the aggregate interactions with crystal surfaces or depleting
the solution of molecularly dispersed proteins that serve as
aggregation inhibitors.
Surface charge measurements
Since surface charge is an important factor stabilizing
particles against aggregation, the crystal and protein surface charges were measured by zeta potential (f, mV)
measurements of solutions containing n-THP, ds-THP-S,
and COM seeds, along with mixtures of each protein with
COM crystals. COM seeds suspended in solutions at
physiological pH without added protein had negatively
charged surfaces (f = -14 mV). Incubation of seeds with
1.6 lg/mL of either n-THP or ds-THP-S reduced the f

Fig. 4 Far Western blots of urine macromolecules (UM) with n-THP
or ds-THP. Lane 1 molecular weight markers, lane 2 anti-THP
Western blot, lane 3 Far Western blot with n-THP (25 lg/mL) and
lane 4 Far Western blot with ds-THP (25 lg/mL), lane 5 ponceau S
(PS) total protein stain of UM prior to Western/Far Western blotting.
Non-immune serum was run as a negative control (data not shown)
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value to -8 and -4 mV, respectively, consistent with
protein adsorbed on the COM crystal surfaces. The f values
of COM seeds with adsorbed proteins were nearly identical
to those measured for corresponding proteins without COM
(fn-THP = -6 mV and fds-THP-S = -4 mV), suggesting
that the adsorbed protein determines the surface charge. It
should be noted that zeta potentials were calculated from
electrophoretic mobility measurements, using light scattering to monitor particle diffusion under an applied electric field. In samples containing both COM and protein, the
light scattering signal attributable to unbound protein in
solution was negligible compared to the COM signal, and
cannot explain the observed change in COM electrophoretic mobility.
Molecular model for THP-induced COM aggregation
A simple model describing the crystal aggregation observations above was developed using basic principles from
polyelectrolyte theory to explain the differences in protein
aggregation behavior exhibited by n-THP and ds-THP,
coupled with a simple surface coverage model to explain
the complicated concentration dependence of COM
aggregation promotion on ds-THP aggregate concentration.
This model describes all of the significant observations,
including the initial increase and subsequent decrease in
COM aggregate formation with increasing ds-THP concentration, the strong dependence of ds-THP-induced
COM aggregation on salt concentration, and the negligible
effect of pH on aggregate formation. Full details of the
model are given in the Supplementary Materials, but the
key features are enumerated here.
THP must be modeled as a partially charged polyelectrolyte chain. The peptide backbone of THP (excluding
glycosylation) contains approximately 11% anionic amino
acids (6% aspartic acid and 5% glutamic acid) [58], with
only a few cationic residues (lysine and arginine), equivalent to a polymer with net negative charge and [85%
hydrophobic amino acids. The number of anionic charges
in n-THP can nearly double by adding branched N-glycan
side chains that are rich in sialic acid groups to the eight
possible sites on the protein backbone. Consequently, both
n-THP and ds-THP have a relatively low net negative
charge, as evidenced by the low zeta potentials: f = -8
and -4 mV, respectively. For comparison, f = -33 and
-24 mV for poly(acrylate) and poly(aspartate), respectively. Polyelectrolyte aggregation, or phase separation,
occurs when the number of charged groups per chain is
insufficient to offset intermolecular hydrophobic interactions, resulting in the formation of polymer aggregates, in
this case with a characteristic size reflecting the balance
between exposing charged groups to water and hiding
hydrophobic portions of the protein in the interior, similar
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to interactions in micelle self-assembly. Increases in ionic
strength via addition of NaCl will decrease protein solubility in water significantly by reducing the repulsive
electrostatic forces stabilizing proteins in solution through
charge screening, thereby promoting protein aggregation.
The induction of weak polyelectrolyte aggregation by
addition of salt, commonly known as ‘‘salting out’’, was
exploited in the isolation and purification of n-THP from
urine, though at much higher NaCl concentrations than
physiologic. Because of its lower net charge, ds-THP will
become aggregated (phase separated) at a lower salt concentration than n-THP, explaining our observations at
physiologic salt concentrations. Reducing pH also could
favor THP aggregation due to the reduction in overall
anionic charge through increased protonation of carboxylate groups, although this effect would be significant only
when the pH is near or below the pKa of the carboxylate
residues (i.e., pKa *4, which is generally outside the range
of normal urine pH).
The role of aggregate surface coverage of COM controlling crystal aggregation promotion was explored using
an ‘‘aggregate binding model’’ that assumed equilibrium
binding between non-deformable, spherical ds-THP
aggregates with a 1-lm diameter (consistent with the particle sizing measurements) and COM crystal surfaces
(Fig. 5). The model also assumes that the crystal surface
area occupied by protein aggregate particles is the sum of
their cross-sectional areas, as determined from a mean
diameter, independent of any specific aggregate packing
arrangement on the surface. Any contribution to crystal
aggregation from surface charge changes was ignored on
the basis that the difference between the f values for COM
with adsorbed n-THP and adsorbed ds-THP was very
small, coupled with the observation of f values that were
much lower in both cases than that measured for COM
alone in simple ionic solutions. The model invokes COM
aggregation driven by ds-THP aggregates that serve as
adhesive bridges between opposing COM surfaces in
which the aggregates bind directly to the crystal surfaces
(e.g., carboxylate groups on the exterior surfaces of the
aggregates binding to calcium ions on the crystal surface)
rather than to each other. Based on the experimental data,
molecularly dispersed proteins (i.e., n-THP) are presumed
to be ineffective in forming adhesive bridges, either
because they are too small to span the gap between crystals
or because they do not associate with each other, thus
precluding adhesion of opposing COM surfaces coated
with n-THP. The fact that ds-THP forms protein aggregates
with a characteristic size suggests that the protein aggregates do not adhere to each other, such that a bridge will
not form between adjacent COM surfaces that are both
coated with ds-THP aggregates. Because ds-THP aggregate
formation substantially depletes the solution of molecularly
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dispersed ds-THP, any competition for COM binding sites
from molecularly dispersed ds-THP was ignored in this
model. Note that for molecularly dispersed THP, sufficient
protein was present in these suspensions to coat the
available COM surface with thicknesses ranging from 3 to
500 layers for the MR values tested, assuming adsorption
of THP was complete.
A more detailed examination of the model is required to
fully explain the concentration dependence of COM
aggregation on MR, including the rise and subsequent fall
of RD with increasing MR, along with the subtle, but distinctive, differences in the curve shapes observed in Fig. 6
for two different concentration series. In the first series,
variations in MR were generated by varying ds-THP concentration at constant COM mass density (fixed COM),
while in the second series, the ds-THP concentration was
held constant with varying COM mass density (fixed dsTHP). The critical parameters for this equilibrium model
are defined by Eqs. 1 and 2,
K

dsTHP þ COM $ ðdsTHP  COMÞ
K¼

ð1Þ

½dsTHP  COMA
x
¼
½dsTHPA ½COMA ð½dsTHPA;o  xÞð½COMA;o  xÞ
ð2Þ

where K (units of L/m2) is the equilibrium constant, and
[ds-THP]A,o and [COM]A,o denote the total concentration
of ds-THP aggregates and COM, respectively, expressed in
terms of surface area per unit volume (m2/L). The term x,
which represents the concentration of adsorbed protein
aggregates in m2/L, corresponds to the fractional coverage of COM by ds-THP aggregates, /, defined by / =
x/[COM]A,o. While an idealized, ordered arrangement of
protein aggregates on adjacent COM surfaces could maximize crystal aggregate–crystal binding interactions at a
surface coverage, / = 0.5, as depicted in Fig. 5a, the
arrangement of protein aggregates at partial surface coverage is more likely random, which would lead to some
repulsive protein aggregate–protein aggregate interactions
at / \ 0.5, frustrating COM aggregate formation. The
value of K = 113 L/m2 can then be calculated by rewriting
Eq. 2 in terms of K, /, and MR, and solving that expression, while applying the constraint that / \ 0.5 over the
MR range where RD [ 1.1 for these experimental data.
With the value of K fixed, / can then be calculated for both
fixed COM and fixed ds-THP experiments at all MR values, as shown in Fig. 6. Changes in K shift the curves to
higher or lower fractional coverage. For example, reducing
K below 113 L/m2 decreases / for both sets of experimental conditions, and increases the separation between
model curves, but yields the same relationship between the
calculated / values for the two different series at each
value of MR. (See Supporting Information for full details.)
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Fig. 5 Diagram illustrating a proposed coverage dependency of dsTHP-COM aggregation. The COM ‘‘seed’’ surface is depicted as a
single crystal for illustrative purposes, with the characteristic
elongated hexagonal morphology of COM crystals. Adsorption is
likely to occur on the (100) surface, which accounts for the largest
surface area of single crystals, and is likely the predominantly surface
area of COM seeds. Two cases are illustrated here for adsorption of
aggregates to COM at (a) partial coverage (50%) and (b) complete

Fig. 6 Equilibrium binding model analyses of protein adsorption on
COM surfaces for ds-THP aggregates. Data are plotted as a function
of ds-THP/COM mass ratio, MR, for fixed COM (300 lg, circles,
solid lines) and fixed ds-THP (21 lg, triangles, dashed lines). Left
axes change in COM seed diameter ratio, RD, with error bars (one
standard deviation) and interpolated lines drawn through data points.
Measurements were obtained by light scattering using COM seeds
(*10 lm aggregates of individual crystals) suspended in 5 mL dsTHP solutions at various MR values. Right axes fractional surface
coverage, /, of ds-THP aggregates on the COM surface (no symbols;
solid line fixed COM; dashed line fixed ds-THP). The equilibrium
binding constant K was adjusted to achieve / \ 0.5 at MR values
where RD [ 1.1 See Supporting Information for details of model
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coverage (100%). The former promotes COM aggregation though
crystal–protein–crystal bridging interactions, while at some threshold
coverage (illustrated here as a surface completely covered with
aggregates, / = 1) repulsion between protein aggregates on opposing
crystal surfaces offsets the attractive interactions resulting from any
remaining crystal–protein–crystal bridges, leaving the crystals in a
dispersed state

Three observations are evident from the dependence of
RD on MR for fixed COM and fixed ds-THP conditions
(Fig. 6). These features are most easily gleaned by starting
from the point common to both data sets, indicated by the
arrow, at RD = 1.6 and MR = 0.07 (21 lg ds-THP and
300 lg COM in the test solution). As MR increases from
the reference point, there is a rapid decline in COM
aggregate formation (RD) in the fixed COM series compared to a more gradual decline in the fixed ds-THP series.
To the left of the reference point, the position of maximal
RD for the fixed ds-THP series occurs at a smaller MR
value compared with the fixed COM series. Furthermore,
there appeared to be a more rapid decline from the maximal RD in the fixed ds-THP series, compared to the fixed
COM series, though this difference is subtle. These
observations are predicted from the equilibrium expression
through the combined effects of reactant concentration and
K on the fractional COM surface coverage by ds-THP
aggregates. The model anticipates that at constant K, an
increase in reactant concentration (combined [ds-THP] and
[COM]) is accompanied by an increase in /. Each of the
three observations noted above follows as a consequence.
The relationship between COM aggregation mediated
by ds-THP and aggregate surface coverage can be illustrated by consideration of the right-hand side of Fig. 6, for
MR[ 0.07. For the fixed ds-THP series, MR was increased
by reducing the COM concentration in the suspension.
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Under this condition, the model predicts a very slow
increase in / with increasing MR, eventually achieving a
value of / * 0.5 at MR = 0.6. The weak dependence of
coverage on MR predicted by the model for MR [ 0.07 is
consistent with the experimental observation of a very slow
decline in RD with increasing MR. For the fixed COM
series, MR was increased by the addition of ds-THP to a
suspension with a fixed quantity of COM; the model predicts that the surface coverage approaches / = 1 at
MR = 0.6. This condition corresponds to complete coverage of the COM surface with adsorbed aggregates, which
prevents COM aggregation due to the absence of available
contact surface for the adhesive aggregate bridges as well
as repulsive interactions between adsorbed ds-THP aggregates on opposing COM surfaces.
The same principle operates in reverse as MR decreases
from the reference point. In this circumstance, the MR
decrease was accomplished by increasing COM concentration in the fixed ds-THP series or by decreasing ds-THP
concentration in the fixed COM series. Starting from the
reference point (/ approximately 0.3), the fractional surface coverage falls more slowly in the fixed ds-THP series
due to the higher total reactant concentration with
decreasing MR (LeChatlier’s principle), compared to the
fixed COM series, as illustrated by the lines for / at lower
MR values in Fig. 6. The maximal COM aggregationpromoting effect in the fixed ds-THP series, indicated by
the maximum in RD, clearly occurred at a lower MR value
than the maximum RD in the fixed COM series, as predicted from the model. As MR progresses toward 0, /
continues to decrease, eliminating the aggregation-promoting effects and resulting in RD falling rapidly to RD = 1
(no effect) in both series. RD decreased more rapidly in the
fixed COM series compared to the fixed ds-THP series due
to lower / in the former, though the compression of the
scale in this portion of Fig. 6 obscures the difference.
Furthermore, the very low ds-THP concentrations required
to reach these low MR values in the fixed COM series
clearly approached the critical concentration for ds-THP
aggregate formation, so a significant fraction of the ds-THP
at the lowest MR conditions for the fixed COM series was
likely in the molecularly dispersed form, further reducing
aggregation-promoting effects. But, this additional factor
was not included in the model.

Discussion
The key observations from these experiments include (1)
the demonstration of ds-THP protein aggregate formation,
(2) the correlation between protein aggregate formation
and COM crystal aggregation, and (3) the observation that
maximal COM aggregation occurred only at a specific
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proportion of THP to COM in the mixture. The latter was
not anticipated on the basis of prior literature; however, the
systematic approach to characterizing the association
between THP aggregate formation and COM aggregation
coupled with the understanding deriving from our model
has created a context in which prior experimental results
can be examined reliably for consistency. Many apparently
discrepant observations from earlier publications related to
the role of THP sialic acid content and solution conditions
relevant to the urine environment, such as pH, ionic
strength, and THP concentration [20], can now be
explained on the basis of methodologic issues rather than
by invoking unusual properties for specific patient samples.
While many in vitro experiments have shown that
adsorption of anionic urinary constituents on COM surfaces can modify promotion of crystal aggregation and
crystal growth rates [8, 12, 13, 41, 53], these results
illustrate the difficulty in designing experiments to distinguish urinary protein property differences between stone
formers and healthy adults on the basis of crystal aggregation, and possibly other measures of protein effects on
crystal formation (i.e., growth, nucleation or attachment),
which are inherently indirect observations of protein–
crystal surface interactions.
The critical property of THP related to its influence on
COM aggregation is ultimately its solubility, which was
directly correlated with sialic acid content in these experiments and inversely related to its propensity to selfaggregate, Several investigators have reported reduced
sialic acid content in THP isolated from stone matrix
[17, 30, 33, 52], which enhances the conversion of mucosubstances to mineralizable matrix in kidney stones [30].
Other studies have reported that THP isolated from stone
former urine has lower sialic acid content than THP found
in normal individuals [26, 40]. Increased sialidase activity
in urine also is correlated with stone formation, which is
suggestive of reduced sialic acid content on THP for those
affected [59]. Furthermore, THP isolated from stone
formers has been reported to contain a greater number of
protein aggregates than THP from normal subjects, suggesting not only an alteration of the protein, but also a
correlation between low sialic aid content and protein
aggregation [4]. To our knowledge, only one contrary
report [24] exists in which stone formers exhibit increased
THP excretion with increased sialic acid content. Data
from our experiments indirectly suggest a quantitative
relationship between sialic acid content and protein
aggregate formation through the reduced level of COM
aggregation promotion exhibited by ds-THP-B (higher
sialic acid content) compared with ds-THP-S (lower sialic
acid content), illustrated in Fig. 4. Collectively, these
observations support a relationship between decreased
sialic acid content and stone formation as well as a
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proclivity for THP to form aggregates, which has been
described as a thermodynamic phase transition [32, 50].
Previous reports of the effects of THP on COM aggregation are somewhat conflicting. Many groups have
investigated COM aggregation in the presence of both
molecularly dispersed and aggregated THP without clearly
identifying the role of protein aggregation in the promotion
and/or inhibition of intercrystalline COM aggregation. As
in this study, crystal aggregation promotion or loss of
aggregation inhibition has been noted at conditions where
aggregation of THP was presumed based on experimental
conditions, but not determined definitively [2, 19, 20].
Others, however, have reported inhibition of COM aggregation at conditions where THP (with unspecified sialic
acid content) remained molecularly dispersed in solution
[19, 20, 50]. One report has asserted that desialylated THP
favored aggregation of calcium oxalate crystals, whereas
n-THP inhibited aggregation, though the state of THP
aggregate formation was not assessed [17].
While previous reports suggested a link between the
promotion of COM aggregation and THP aggregate formation under a variety of unique conditions, the most
surprising result from the present study was the observation
that high THP:COM mass ratios nearly eliminated aggregation promotion. This observation subsequently led to our
model linking COM aggregation promotion to a fractional
surface area coverage of COM by THP aggregate. The
extent of aggregation promotion in either case (fixed COM
concentration or fixed ds-THP concentration) increased
with increasing ds-THP/COM mass ratio up to a maximum
at MR *0.025, followed by declining aggregation promotion as MR is increased further (Figs. 3a, 6). The model
correctly predicts a slower decline for the fixed ds-THP
series. Most previous reports have not controlled the
THP:COM mass ratio in the manner described here. Consequently, COM aggregation behavior studied without
control of the parameter could lead to a wide range of
apparently inconsistent observations, from no observable
effect to a doubling of COM aggregate size.
While the qualitative features of our model match our
experimental observations for both fixed ds-THP and fixed
COM conditions, thereby supporting the model, caution
must be exercised when evaluating the model quantitatively. The ds-THP-S aggregate size (*1 lm diameter)
approaches the lower limit for our particle sizing instrument (0.5 lm) and needs to be confirmed by other methods, (e.g., light scattering). The calculated COM crystal
surface area covered by the aggregates depends on the
square of their radius, and a small uncertainty in the protein
aggregate size could affect the calculated surface coverage
significantly. Moreover, the assumption of non-deformable
aggregates, used to calculate the surface coverage, may not
reflect the precise geometry of the aggregates when
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adsorbed on the COM surface. These factors would affect
the numerical value of the equilibrium constant, but not the
general trends predicted by the model.
Finally, having identified the link between THP aggregate formation and COM aggregation promotion, the
observations from the Far Western experiments that dsTHP associated with most major protein bands in a PAGE
analysis of normal urine has important ramifications. Once
THP aggregates begin to form, these results imply that
most other urinary proteins will participate in that aggregation process, likely due to their essential similarity in
molecular characteristics, specifically amphiphilic amino
acid compositions (approximately, 80% hydrophobic and
about 20% anionic amino acids). Consequently, many
inhibitors of crystal aggregation may be bound up in THP
aggregates, as well as proteins with strong COM affinities,
which may either enhance protein aggregate binding to
COM surfaces or deplete the solution of molecularly dispersed crystallization inhibitors. The observation of several
dozen unique proteins in stone matrix, including many
proteins not previously linked to crystallization or stone
formation, is consistent with this proposed mechanism of
crystal aggregate formation [7, 34].
In summary, the removal of sialic acid from THP lowers
its anionic charge, thereby reducing its solubility and creating ds-THP aggregates through a phase separation process at physiologic saline concentrations, while n-THP
remains molecularly dispersed at the same conditions. The
formation of ds-THP aggregates correlated with the promotion of COM crystal aggregation, while the molecularly
dispersed n-THP prevented COM crystal aggregation. Zeta
potential and isoelectric point measurements revealed that
n-THP was more negatively charged than ds-THP, consistent with expectations from the partially charged polyanion model. On the other hand, the difference in surface
charge between the complexes formed by the two different
THP forms with COM was small, suggesting repulsive
electrostatic interactions were at most a minor contribution
to inhibition of COM crystal aggregation. An aggregate
binding model was developed, which predicts that partial
coverage (10–20%) of COM crystal surfaces by ds-THP
aggregates maximally promotes COM aggregation, while
higher coverage frustrates aggregation, presumably due to
repulsive aggregate–aggregate interactions between dsTHP aggregate layers adsorbed on opposing crystal surfaces. These investigations revealed that the physical
structure of THP (i.e., molecularly dispersed vs. aggregated
state), the relative concentration of ds-THP aggregates and
COM, and the fractional coverage of adsorbed protein
aggregates on the crystal surface are critical factors that
determine whether THP promotes or inhibits COM
aggregation in a given experiment. Experimental observations and modeling collectively reveal that aggregation
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(phase separation) of ds-THP due to its reduced net charge
abrogates the normal defensive action of molecularly dispersed n-THP––a result that qualitatively agrees with the
previously observed link between reduced sialic acid content in THP and kidney stone formation. Furthermore, dsTHP demonstrated strong interactions with many other
urinary proteins, potentially amplifying the deleterious
effects of low sialic acid content THP in the process of
stone formation.
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